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rank and robes of honour in recognition of their services.
Nizamul-Mulk sent the captured elephants to the Emperor,
and Mirza Beg Khan was directed to cam7 the message of
victory to Delhi.1
Da'ud Khan Panm and his agents used to share in the
annoying taxes that the Maratha chiefs imposed on the help-
less peasantry and merchants. Nizamu'1-Mulk established a
uniform system of assessment in the Subah of Aurangabad,
where he first introduced his reforms and which he intended
to extend to other provinces of the Deccan under the watch-
ful control of Sheikh Muhammad A'zam and later of Diwan
Khem Kiran.2 He directed them to hold a thorough investi-
gation into the people's grievances in the course of which he
was informed that Da'ud Khan PannI and his subordinates
used to appropriate for themselves twenty lakhs of rupees
annually from the revenue in accordance with their secret
arrangement with the agents of Raja Sahu. Informed of this,
Nizamu'1-Mulk ordered Khem Kiran and Muhammad
Ghiyas Khan, Darogha of Artillery, to proceed to Shahgarh
and Amber where great confusion prevailed. The two officers
reorganized the system of assessment in these parts of the
country to the advantage of the cultivators. Thus Nizamu'l-
Mulk flung himself into the task of setting in order the finances
of the Deccan with an energy which nothing could subdue.
He did not increase the burden of taxation on the peasantry;
in fact he reduced it greatly by his rigid supervision and
by relentless punishment of those servants of the State who
made dishonest gains by their exactions. He was determined
to see to it that the peasantry were left unmolested by petty
officials and the collection of revenue was organized in such
a manner as to stimulate the production of wealth.
During the second year of his viceroyalty, Nizamu'1-Mulk
undertook several expeditions to effect his administrative
reforms in different parts of the Deccan, and to restore
order. The local landholders practised all manner of evasions
and created disturbances whenever they could. To stop this
Nizamu'1-Mulk set out with an armed force of six thou-
sand horse and five thousand infantry in the direction of
Munkipatan where some Maratha leaders from Ahmednagar
1 Khafi Khan, op. cit., p. 747.	2 Hadtqattfl-'Ilam, op. cit., p. 69.

